Jesus did something else. What was it?

Remove all A’s, U’s and F’s from the string of letters below to fill in the blanks.

AHFEOPAEUNEFDTHEIARUMUINFDAUSOATUHUAEFYUA

_________  __________

_________  __________

_________  __________

_________  __________

could understand the Scriptures.
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Jesus Helps the Disciples Understand Scripture

After Jesus had been crucified, He appeared to His disciples. What did they think at first?

Find the right path through the maze and read the words along the way.

He Jesus was went could came
domain, different ghost. a Jesus believed living went
They was went

to place there became

He went to from going

to a spirit thought
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Jesus’ disciples were startled. What did Jesus say to them then?

Starting with the first letter write every other letter on the lines below to find the answer.

WZHFYGAJRKELYPOTUGTHRDFUSBQLSMDLNSXDCSVLBRONOMKBAXTZMLYKHLABJHUDNDJTDDEBTWENETNBDWYESPOWURSTSESEDISHWAXVME

SLKMUYHSGFELDFDFTFOGUHCHJLMPEMANNBDVJHDDTEDBANGMHOCSDTCEXTYVEPFLLMENSCHZAXN

He said,

“________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________?
________________________

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

________________________!
________________________
________________________:
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

______ ___________ __________
______ ___________ __________
______ ___________ __________
______ ___________ __________

"__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

______ ___________ __________
______ ___________ __________
______ ___________ __________
______ ___________ __________